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• content management system for 
czech digital library Kramerius
• project has started in Moravian library 
in 2008
• open-source software for creating and 
editing metadata and accessing 
digital documents in Kramerius
• part of digilization workflow
Moravská zemská knihovna
Editor – import 
⁄ Preparing works – founding a book in best condition in library 
storage, checking the record in library catalog
⁄ Scanning of document – saving pictures on server
⁄ Metadata editor – import
– ME can see the data in import directory
– creating new directory with special structure in its own directory
– creating of some default files (structural metadata, technical metadata)
– download of basic bibliografic metadata from library catalog (Z39.50)
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Editor – creating and editing data 
⁄ structural metadata
–  check pagination
–  remove pages, import pages
–  spliting up to chapters or articles 






Set the type of page
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Metadata editor – the other metadata
⁄ basic bibliographic metadata from library catalog – 
download throw protocol Z39.50
⁄ editing bibliographic metadata in the frame of the old 
czech metadata format called DTD for monographics 
and DTD for periodicals
⁄ identifiers
⁄ generate some basic administrative and technical 
metadata
⁄ create OCR
⁄ … and publish in digital library Kramerius
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Editing of bibliographic metadata
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Metadata editors - problems
⁄ old czech standard for digital documents limits the 
description of document – it's only for monographic 
and periodical documents
⁄ the same standard for digital library Kramerius
⁄ no maps, graphics and other document between 
monographic and periodical – practicly is possible to 
describe them, but not correctly
⁄ BUT! We have a new version of Kramerius and 
develope a new version of metadata editor!
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Kramerius – old version
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Kramerius – new version
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